Mirrored Sims Tutorial
What Sprites Do


Notes:
A 'Sprite' is a term meaning a graphic used to make an object or character within a game. When creating objects for The Sims, there are three types of sprite that work together inside every object. All three types of sprite have specific requirements and capabilities. This is an information tutorial on what each type does.


P Sprites:
P Sprites contain the object's main graphics on a background in a specific shade of yellow. 'P Sprite Yellow' as some creators call it, is represented in RGB Colour mode as 255, 255, 0 or Red 255, Green 255 and Blue 0. P Sprites are always in 'Indexed Colour', also known as '256 Colours' or 'Paletted Colour'. They are usually converted to 'RGB Colour' to work on the graphics, then converted back to 'Indexed Colour' for importing into the object.

This is the type of sprite most often altered by object creators. If a creator is recolouring or retexturing an item, this is the only type of sprite they'll need to work with. But sometimes what you see on the P Sprite is not what you'll see in the game. In P Sprites, transparent areas are coloured in and object edges are sharp. 

A Sprites:
A Sprites control the object's transparency and come in the form of a white silhouette of the object on a black background. The background must be completely black, however the object's silhouetted area will range from white through greys, depending on the transparency needed. A Sprites are always in 'Greyscale', which ranges from Black at level 0 to White at level 255. 

In The Sims game, objects with black A Sprites are completely transparent while objects with white A Sprites are completely solid. If you want any transparency in an object, you use the shade of grey that is equivalent to the transparency percentage you need. For example, if you want 10% transparency you use Grey at level 230. A Sprites are most often used to smooth the edges of objects, which can look pretty jagged in the game otherwise. If you blur the edges of the white object silhouette, making the white mix with the sprite's black background, you get shades of grey there. In the game, those greys blur the edge of the object to make it look smooth. A Sprites can also make simple blocks of colour look like lace (the game's lace curtains use this), mist, smoke or other effects.

Z Sprites:
Z Sprites tell the game where a 2D object is positioned in 3D space, in relation to the tile it's on as well as other objects, walls, floors, ceilings and Sims. Z Sprites feature an entirely white background with a silhouette of the object in greys in a specific graduating pattern. The grey pattern is called a 'Z Buffer'. The term 'Z's' (as in 'the object's z's were really good') refers to the 'Z Buffer' area on an object's Z Sprites. Z Sprites are always in 'Greyscale' and the 'Z Buffer' pattern is made up of lines in graduating shades of grey. 

Z Sprites are notoriously troublesome for creators because they play such an important role in the game that they need to be quite accurate, but they can be difficult to get right without a lot of trial and error. The Sims features a 3D world environment, however all of the items in the game are only 2D flat drawings rather than 3D meshes. Z Sprites make the game see items as 3D objects by giving them the missing 3rd dimension - depth. The darker the 'Z Buffer' area is, the closer to the player the object is meant to be. The lighter the 'Z Buffer' area is, the further away from the player it is. The player is considered to be in the sky, looking down on the Sims World. So a tall bookcase will have darker z's at the top that graduate down to lighter z's at the bottom, as it gets further from the player, or a short bookcase will have lighter z's than a cabinet because, although they may be around the same height, bookcases sit at the back of tiles while cabinets are at the front of tiles and therefore are closer to the player.

Fortunately, some people have come up with Z Buffers that creators can copy and use in their objects, so most creators don't need to come up with their own. Also fortunately, while Z buffers can be difficult at times, they can also be quite forgiving at other times. Usually, there is a fairly good range at which a Z Buffer will work fine. The trick is usually in finding the edges of that range. 

A good set of Z Buffers are available for creators in the 'Bunny Wuffles Tutorial Kit' zip file (the first one) at Bunny Wuffles Architectural Supplies (archived by The Secret Society of Woobsha) at:

http://bwsost.woobsha.com/

